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Color Me a Cupcake
Children see a variety of animals, each one a different color,
and a teacher looking at them.

ABC Adventures With Theodore the Bear
Is Nick Allen a troublemaker? He really just likes to liven
things up at school -- and he's always had plenty of great
ideas. When Nick learns some interesting information about
how words are created, suddenly he's got the inspiration for
his best plan everthe frindle. Who says a pen has to be called
a pen? Why not call it a frindle? Things begin innocently
enough as Nick gets his friends to use the new word. Then
other people in town start saying frindle. Soon the school is in
an uproar, and Nick has become a local hero. His teacher
wants Nick to put an end to all this nonsense, but the funny
thing is frindle doesn't belong to Nick anymore. The new word
is spreading across the country, and there's nothing Nick can
do to stop it.

Nutrition Education Printed Materials and
Audiovisuals
Discover the natural curiosity and enthusiasm of toddlers and
twos as they explore creative art experiences designed just
for them. In this updated, color edition of First Art, you will find
more than seventy-five art experiences, with lots of variations
that add to the fun and tips for making the activities run
smoothly. There's even a chapter of special adult-made
props, such as an Art Baggie Book to display a child's artwork
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drips. First Art for Toddlers and Twos starts children on a
journey full of exploration and creativity! MaryAnn F. Kohl is
the award-winning author of more than fifteen books of openended art experiences for children of all ages. ?It's the
process, not the product,” guides her writing of activities that
focus on the experience of art, not the final product a child
creates.

Mouse Paint
The Creative Curriculum comes alive! This videotape-winner
of the 1989 Silver Apple Award at the National Educational
Film and Video Festival-demonstrates how teachers set the
stage for learning by creating a dynamic well-organized
environment. It shows children involved in seven of the
interest areas in the The Creative Curriculum and explains
how they learn in each area. Everyone conducts in-service
training workshops for staff and parents or who teaches early
childhood education courses will find the video an
indispensable tool for explainin appropriate practice.

Academy of Learning: Your Complete Preschool
Lesson Plan Resource - Volume 2
"Includes over 600 activities." Reproducibles.

Toddler Lesson Plans
A board book version of Seuss's popular rhyming story
describes each day in terms of a particular color which in turn
is associated with specific emotions.
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A Color of His Own
Learning
Preschoolers will have hours of fun with this activity-packed
book. There are puzzles to complete, simple mathematics,
find objects, alphabets and more . A great way for kids to
learn while having fun.

First Art for Toddlers and Twos
Take Your Toddler's Education Outside There's almost
nothing better for toddlers than outdoor play. It promotes
creativity, strengthens muscles, enhances social and
emotional development, and most importantly, it makes
learning fun. So grab The Outdoor Toddler Activity Book, take
your toddler outside, and watch the joy of learning in the fresh
air. Spring or winter, rain or shine--these simple-to-setup
toddler activities are designed to make the most of being
outdoors no matter what the season or weather. And with
chapters devoted to the type of outdoor activity, you can let
your toddler be as messy, loud, or active as they want. Best
of all, skill-building icons show what each activity teaches
your little one so you can help guide their growth. The
Outdoor Toddler Activity Book includes: TONS OF WAYS TO
PLAY--From "Make it Messy!" to "Embrace Nature," discover
5 categories of outdoor fun featuring more than 100
educational toddler activities. ACTIVITIES FOR EVERY
SEASON, ANY WEATHER--Keep going year-round with
toddler activities designed for more than just sunny spring
days. A GUIDE TO TODDLER
DEVELOPMENT--Developmental milestones help you
determine your toddler's level of readiness for each activity.
Skill-building icons tell you what your toddler is learning. Get
your toddler ready for preschool and beyond with these fun
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The Outdoor Toddler Activity Book
This interactive alphabet book featuring hand drawn artwork
of cute, Theodore the Teddy Bear, helps young readers learn
the alphabet with great pictures to engage and stimulate the
children. Your child will love this easy reading alphabet book
for children. Perfect for bedtime reading as you use this book
as a learning tool to help teach your children how to learn the
letters from A to Z, while enjoying the adventures of
Theodore.

Sort it Out!
In rhyming text, Pack the Packrat sorts his collection of
trinkets in a variety of ways.

The Crayon Box that Talked
Mix It Up! (board Book Edition)
Eloise shares her love of colors with her blind friend Rainbow
Joe, who makes his own colors when he plays beautiful notes
on his saxophone.

Coloring to Relax, a Mother and Child Coloring
Book
A cat describes ten different colors and tells which one is its
favorite.
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Little Blue and Little Yellow
Learning
Educator, parent, and toddler approved--200+ fun,
educational toddler activities to establish key learning skills at
each developmental milestone. When you play with your
toddler they learn essential skills that they don't learn alone.
That's why former teacher turned stay-at-home mom, Angela
Thayer, filled The Play & Learn Toddler Activities Book with
more than 200 toddler activities specifically meant for you and
your little one to play and learn together. With toddler
activities that reinforce critical skills for each stage of learning,
your toddler will learn to make connections, solve problems,
and practice language skills while spending meaningful time
with you. The Play & Learn Toddler Activities Book includes:
An overview of toddler development to help you determine
your child's level of readiness for particular toddler activities
Over 200 fun toddler activities for children ages 12 months to
3 years, divided by learning category and complete with
materials lists, activity times, prep times, and messiness
ratings Activity classification icons to quickly identify which
type of learning is associated with each of the toddler
activities From making bubble wrap art to growing a garden in
a bag, The Play & Learn Toddler Activities Book will provide
hours of educational fun that both you and your toddler will
enjoy.

Play & Learn Toddler Activities Book
Toddler Lesson Plans: Learning ABC's is an easy-to-follow
and flexible 26-week guide to help your child learn their
ABC's. No need to wonder what to prepare or if you are doing
enough; simply follow this flexible guide to give your child a
head start. Free digital code included to print out appendix
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Nutrition and the Elderly
One of the skills developed in preschool is math. This
workbook is for counting and object familiarization. Your child
will love how information is presented in big, gorgeous
pictures. The vibrant colors are very attractive, and the overall
activity is quite engaging. Who said learning to count is boring
when you have this book around?

Color This and Color That - Fun Coloring Book
for Kids
Toddler Lesson Plans - Learning ABC's
This addition to the best-selling GIANT Encyclopedia series
expands the scope of the series by offering complete lesson
plans. Written and created by teachers, The GIANT
Encyclopedia of Lesson Plans has more than 250 complete
lesson plans, covering topics from colors and numbers to
seasons and nursery rhymes. Each lesson plan is complete
with learning objectives, a circle or group time activity, book
suggestions, snack ideas, five learning center activities,
assessment strategies, and related songs, poems, and
fingerplays. With easy-to-use lesson plans for more than an
entire school year, this book belongs on every teacher's
bookshelf!

Learning Numbers Workbook
We want our preschoolers to learn and have fun - Enjoy the
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minutes! Autumn understands the pressure to create fun
activities that don't take a lot of time to prepare; these lowprep activities are proven to spark a child's interest and
curiosity while preparing them for kindergarten.

Dog's Colourful Day
There's no one to tell you that you're creating incorrect color
combinations. If there's one thing that you're doing wrong, it
could be your grip and the amount of control you exhibit. But
that's fine because as you continue to work on your coloring
skills, your fine motor and handwriting skills will improve as
well. Color today!

Frindle
There are so many benefits to coloring that it's interesting
why your child has not picked up on the habit just yet! You
see, coloring is a wonderful form of self-expression because
there are no rules and special instructions that go with it. No
one can tell you little ones that his/her color combinations do
not work. That's up for him/her to figure out soon.

The Encyclopedia of Infant and Toddler
Activities, Revised
Cat's Colors
Find the difference is an exciting edutainment activity that
comes with many benefits. For instance, spending at least an
hour solving find the difference puzzles will help boost your
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include the essential life skills of patience, relaxation and
determination. Secure a copy now!

Find the Difference
The Ultimate Kindergarten Prep Guide
We all want our toddlers to learn and have fun - but what
happens when a hectic life gets in the way? You no longer
have to waste time searching for age-appropriate activities.
Now you can enjoy the ultimate collection of kid-tested fun
that can be ready in minutes! Learn through play, save time
and have more fun with your little one!

The Giant Encyclopedia of Lesson Plans
An adorable cast of Australian birds introduce readers to the
joy of colors and the principles of color mixing. It all starts out
innocently enough when two curious curlews discover a stash
of artist's paints and brushes. Who could resist this
opportunity to dab a little color here and there? Certainly not
these birds, and soon enough it's a free-for-all. Readers will
take particular delight in the wonderfully messy--and
colorful--ending.

Colour for Curlews
A little blue spot and a little yellow spot are best friends, and
when they hug each other they become green.

Hey There Turkey! Thanksgiving Coloring Books
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Color Me a Cupcake Coloring Book for Kids is a collection of
beautiful illustrations of mouthwatering cupcakes. The images
are large, with designs ranging from the simple to the
intricate. Cherry on top, chocolate frosting, strawberries etc.,
no matter how you like your cupcake, you will find this
coloring book very engaging! Children gain confidence in
themselves when they pick colors themselves; and develop
their fine motor and sensory skills when they color in between
the lines to create their masterpiece. Coloring is fun and
these cupcakes eagerly await the strokes of your coloring
pencils or crayons to bring them to life; don't disappoint them.
There is an artist in every child, don't let it fade, or be left
behind, nourish it with this Color me a Cupcake coloring book
for kids. When kids are engaged, they stay out of your way.
Grab a copy today. Makes an excellent gift for family and
friends on birthdays and any other occasion.

Early Learning Thematic Lesson Plans, Grades
PK - 1
Although they are many different colors, the crayons in a box
discover that when they get together they can appreciate
each other and make a complete picture.

The Ultimate Preschool Activity Guide
Outstanding workbook for young learners and an easy-to-use
educational tool for teachers or parents. This book has you
covered for Numbers 0 - 20. Perfect for early learners just
starting or elementary kids mastering numbers. Each Number
Includes: COLORING PAGE, ACTIVITY PAGE, TRACING
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Rainbow Joe and Me
Dog is a favourite character with many young children
because his happy adventures with his friends reflect the
activities of al toddlers and pre-schoolers. A messy story
about colours and counting.

Kids Activity Book ( Activity Book for Preschool )
Academy of Learning: Your Complete Preschool
Lesson Plan Resource - Volume 3
Use your hand to mix up the colours. It's like magic. Smudge,
rub, shake and have fun! An exuberant invitation to play.
'Irresistible.' - The Wall Street Journal

Exciting Learning Activities
Three white mice discover jars of red, blue, and yellow paint
and explore the world of color.

Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What Do You See?
The Ultimate Toddler Activity Guide
With new activities and explorations, tips and information to
help you understand how to support the littlest learners, and
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knowledge, the Encyclopedia of Infant and Toddler Activities,
revised, will be your go-to resource!Learn about the rapid
brain growth in the earliest years.Discover how infants and
toddlers learn through active exploration.Learn how to create
a developmentally appropriate environment where infants and
toddlers feel safe to explore.Find out how to support
development of language, social-emotional, cognitive, and
motor skills.Activities will help you support curiosity, play,
exploration, persistence, emerging foundations in literacy and
math, problem solving, and so much more!

Entertainment Delight Through a Rainbow of
Colors Coloring Book
Elephants are gray. Pigs are pink. Only the chameleon has
no color of his own. He is purple like the heather, yellow like a
lemon, even black and orange striped like a tiger! Then one
day a chameleon has an idea to remain one color forever by
staying on the greenest leaf he can find. But in the autumn,
the leaf changes from green to yellow to red . . . and so does
the chameleon. When another chameleon suggests they
travel together, he learns that companionship is more
important than having a color of his own. No matter where he
goes with his new friend, they will always be alike. Now
available as an eBook.

Academy of Learning: Your Complete Preschool
Lesson Plan Resource - Volume 1
Toddler Lesson Plans: Learning Colors, is a collection of fun
activities that will help your toddler learn colors. It is a 10
week guide that includes a materials list and step by step
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and the book has 12 handouts that correlate with activities.
My Many Colored Days
Can you guess whose babies these animals are? Coloring
will not only help with object and theme recognition, it is also
an activity that will boost knowledge in colors, lines, shapes,
forms and perspectives too. It is a fun exercise that kids of
any age would be delighted to do. Plus, this coloring book is
lightweight and compact so you can carry it with you
anywhere you go.

Creative Curriculum
Catch and color these turkeys for your Thanksgiving feast!
You don't have to stick to the usual colors because you can
even have green, pink or multi-colored turkeys if you want.
That's the beauty of coloring. It is non-restrictive and highly
imaginative. Let's see what colors you come up with. Begin
today!
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